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a complete makeover of most of its external maps. as a result most of the new maps and external assets are placed on a dedicated server called "soc (salvador island)". currently, the "soc" server is still under development, so there is not a lot of content available on it at the moment. this is a pilot university course looking at the ethical issues
arising from the use of game adaptations of board games for peer assessment purposes and its impact on the students of the course. the particular board game being studied was sushi go! ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/sushi_go! ). this is the same sushi go! board game being used in the serendipity standalone chess game . the course will briefly
discuss the theories behind using board game adaptations of games for academic purposes, including the role that gaming plays in the socialization and education of the individual, and in the creation of a cultural milieu. it will discuss the ethics behind it, the implications of using games for such educational purposes as educational tools and the
application of professional ethics to such courses. as such, the course will investigate some of the ethical issues associated with the use of board games for academic purposes and the ways in which students react to such tasks. furthermore, it will also examine the ethics of the instructor acting as the impartial moderator during such tasks. arma 3
is an infantry focused game but the changes and additions to this game this time round have made it an all round game. the game now has single player campaign missions, rifleman mode, rpg mode, rpg infantry mode, medic mode, etc etc there are many new weapons and gadgets, vehicles, the biotic range has also been extended and there is a
hybrid biotic system it is extremely customizable.
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the video below shows what it looks like when you just pull up the interface. this is a very basic uav interface. what we are working on right now is a weapon that you can attach to the uav. when the user changes weapons, this hud will disappear and be replaced with the new weapon. basically, this is just a trailer. the more stuff we get into the
interface, the better it will be. the video below also shows what it looks like when you select the attack-return mode. the video is best played on a large screen. you can also look below for screenshots that show the basics of this interface. all of our uav work is done in c++, and there is going to be a separate c++ library that will be released in the

future to allow all of the functionality we want. screenshot 1 shows that you have the ability to toggle between the camera, and the uav. this is a very basic version of what we are working on, and we are planning on taking this further in the future. since you can change your weapon on the interface, you can attach this hud to your favorite weapon.
in the future, we will release a basic c++ library that is designed for rpg mods to interact with. thats why we plan on releasing the uav library first, so that all mods can eventually incorporate the uav into their addon. screenshot 2 shows you can take off and land with the uav. there is no ui to this, and it is also very easy to read the top line of text
on the hud. multiplier mod adds a fourth player slot to arma. 3. this isn't a mod - it's a script. the script works with the multiplayer server to allow for a fourth player slot for up to eight players. in multiplayer, this player slot is used as a radar sensor. the radar sensor will toggle on and off as the player takes damage. once it's toggled off, the player

needs to stand up or otherwise remove their ads (or any other mode they want to take damage in) for the toggling to stop. note that this is in addition to active suppression, in which the player can still take damage but does not toggle the sensor. the version of the script available to the public is a beta, but should be stable enough for most players
to use. note that the radar sensor will not toggle if the player is either dead or is the radar player. in multiplayer, the radar sensor can be used to assist the operator in spotting hostile positions. the sensor can also be used to spot friendly positions and cannot be used to spot players that aren't on the server. 5ec8ef588b
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